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Berry-Esseen bounds of order n -, are established for linear combinations of order statistics with 
unbounded weight functions. The weight functions are allowed to tend to infinity in neighbourhoods of 
zero and one at a logarithmic rate. A finite number of discontinuity points in the weight function is also 
permitted, provided a local smoothness condition is imposed on the inverse of the underlying distribution of 
the observations. The present report supplements HELMERS and HuSKovA (1984), where (part of) Theorem 
1 , which deals with the case of a continuous unbounded weight function, was presented, together with an 
outline of its proof; Theorem 2 is a new result covering the case of a discontinuous unbounded weight 
function. The relation with recent work of VAN Zwr::r (1984) and FRIEDRICH (1985) is briefly pointed out. 
"AMS 1980 Subject Classifications: 60F05, 62E20 
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Note: This paper is an extended version of R. Helmers and M. Huskova: A Berry-Esseen bound for L-
statistics with unbounded weight functions, Proceedings of the Third Prague Symposium on Asymptotic 
Statistics (1984), 93-101, (ed. P. Mandi, M. Hu!ikova). 
1. INTRODUCTION AND RESULTS 
Let X,, X2, ... , Xn be independent random variables (r.v.) with common distribution function (elf) F 
and let X1:n:o;;;;;; • • • :o;;;;;;Xn:n be the corresponding order statistics. Let J be a fixed real-valued weight 
function on (0, 1). We consider L-statistics (or linear combinations of order statistics) 
n 
Tn = n- 1 ~C;nXi:n 
i=l 





C;n=njJ(s)ds, i=l, ... ,n 
i-1 
n 
C;n = J [ n ~ l l · i = 1,. . ., n. 
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F';,(x) = P(r';.:;;;;,x) for -oo<x<oo (1.4) 
where 
(1.5) 
In the past decade there has been considerable interest into the asymptotic distribution theory for 
L-statistics. It is well-known that T;. is asymptotically normally distributed under quite general condi-
tions. A survey of such results was given by SERFLING (1980). We also refer to a recent paper of 
MAsoN (1981), which contains the best result so far obtained in this area. 
More recently attention has been paid to the problem of establishing Berry-Esseen bounds for L-
statistics. We mention the work of BJERVE (1977), HELMERS (1977, 1981, 1982), SERFLING (1980) and 
VAN ZWET (1984). These authors obtained Berry-Esseen bounds for L-statistics for the case of 
bounded weights. The purpose of this paper is to derive Berry-Esseen bounds for L-statistics with 
unbounded weight functions. Let <I> denote the standard normal df and define p-I by 
F- 1(s) = inf{x: F(x);;;.s} for O<s<l. 
I 
In our results- stated in the form of two theorems- we establish Berry-Esseen bounds of order n -
2 
for statistics of the form (1.1). Our first result reads as follows 
TuEoREM 1. Suppose these exist numbers 8>0, E:>O and K>O such that 
(I) the function J satisfies a Lipschitz condition of order 1 on [E:, 1-£1 whereas on neighbourhoods (0,E:) 
and (1-E:, 1) of zero and one J is twice differentiable with second derivative J", satisfying 
IJ"(s)I :;;;;, K[s(l -s)]-2 
(II) the inverse p- I satisfies 
_.l...+8 w- 1(s)I:;;;;, K[s(l-s)] 4 for O<s<l 
_2..+IJ _2...+IJ 
w- 1(s1)-F- 1(s2)I :;;;;, Kls1 -s2I. [(s1(l-s1)) 4 +(s2(1-s2)) 4 ] 
for O<s1> s 2 <£ and l-E:<s1> s 2 <1. Then a2(J, F)>O where 
00 00 




supjF';,(x)-<P(x)j = O(n - 2 ) as n~oo 
x 






Theorem 1 allows weight functions J tending to infinity in the neighbourhood of 0 and 1 at a loga-
rithmic rate. An example is provided by the weight function q,- I, the normal quantile function. Then 
Tn is an asymptotically efficient L-estimator of normal scale. 
We should perhaps also note that it is easily checked that in fact (1.8) implies (1.7). However, the 
stronger assumption (1.8) is only needed in the treatment of certain terms appearing in the proof of 
the Lemma's 2.2 and 2.4, whereas assumption (1.7) seems to be a crucial requirement to make whole 
proof of Theorem 1 work. For these reasons we preferred to state Theorem 1 in its present form. 
Note that assumption (1.7) is satisfied if EIXilr <oo, for some r>4. 
Our second theorem is a modification of Theorem 1 in which we allow points of discontinuity in 
the weight function J. The price for this is a local smoothness condition on p- I. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose that there exist numbers 8>0, £>0, K>O, 1J>0 and a positive integer 1e such that 
3 
(iii) the function J possesses a finite number of jumps at si. ... , skE:(O, 1) and otherwise satisfies assump-
tion (I) 
(iv) the inverse p- l satisfies assumption (II) and, in addition, 
IF- 1(u)-F- 1(v)I o;;;; Klu-vl (1.11) 
for all u, v E(s; -r,,s; +11) for i = 1,2, ... , k Then u2(J,F)>O, with u2(J,F) as in (1.9), implies that 
I 
supiF,;(x)-<P(x)I = O(n - 2 ), as n~oo (l.12) 
x 
whenever either (1.2) on (1.3) is satisfied. 
Our method of proof resembles those of VAN ZWET (1977) and DoEs (1982) as these authors also 
combine smoothing techniques with appropriate conditioning arguments. We note that Theorem 1 
for the case that the weights are of the form (1.2) also occurs in HELMERS and Hu~KovA (1984), 
together with an outline of its proof. The omitted details are to be found in section 2 of the present 
report. 
After Theorem 1 was obtained the Ph.D. thesis of K.O. FRIEDRICH (Freiburg) appeared. In his 
thesis FRIEDRICH obtained a slightly better result, then the one given in Theorem L On the other 
hand, Theorem 2 cannot be deduced from Friedrich's result, as he does not allow discontinuity points 
in the score function generating the weights. 
We conclude this section by remarking that a different possible way of arriving at our results would 
have been the verification of the assumptions of Theorem 1.1 of VAN ZWET (1984) for our ease; more 
specifically, any set of assumptions implying the two requirefllents mentioned on page 438 of VAN 
ZWET (1984) would entail a Berry-Esseen bound of order n - 2 for L-statistics. In fact, FRIEDRICH'S 
(1985) approach resembles this latter method, as he verifies the assumptions of his Berry-Esseen 
theorem for arbitrary statistics, which is an extension of VAN ZWET's (1984) Theorem 1.1. 
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
We begin by collecting a few preliminary results which we shall need in our proofs. Also we intro-
duce some more notation which will be used throughout this paper. 
Define a function r on (0, 1) by 
r(u) = [u(l-u))- 1 for O<u<l. (2.1) 
Application of Lemma A2.3 of ALBERS, BICKEL and VAN ZWET (1976) easily yields for any integers 
l:E;;m:E;;n 
a a 
EIUm:n-:1'' = O(n - 2 (r(n:l ))-2 ) (2.2) 
for any a>O. In addition one can directly generalize (2.2) to the following bound: 
a a 
EIUm·n-2!!.iau~.n = O(n - 2 (r(__!!!_1 ))-2 (!!!. f) · n · n+ n (2.3) 
for any a>O, /JER, and any -/J:E;;m:E;;n. 
The quantity u2(J,F) (cf. (1.9)) given by 
00 00 
u2(J,F) = f f J(F(x)J(F(y)) (F(min(x,y))-F(x)F(y))dxdy (2.4) 
-oo -oo 
I 
is the asymptotic variance of n 2 Tn; it follows directly from Theorem 1 of MAsoN (1981) that 
lim nu2(Tn) = u2(J,F) (2.5) 
n->oo 
4 
with Tn as in (1.1), under the present set of assumptions, in the case that (1.3) is satisfied. The same 
result for the case that (1.2) holds then follows directly from the relation (2.80) given in the final part 
of this section. 
Let, for n;;;;.I, (Ui:n• ... , Un:n) denote the order statistics corresponding to a sample of size n from 
the uniform distribution on (0,1). For any integer J.;;;;;m.;;;;;[!t:n], let V=(Vi:m-1' ... , Vm-l:m- 1), 
Z=(Zi:n-2m• ... , Zn-2m:n-2m) and W=(W1:m-1> ... , Wm-l:m-1) be vectors of order statistics 
corresponding to samples of sizes m - 1, n - 2m, and m - 1 from the uniform distribution on (0, 1) 
and let V, Z, and W, Um:n and Un-m+l::n be independent. Then the joint distribution of 
(U1:n• ... , Un:n) is the same as that of 
Um;nVl:m-1> ... , Um:nVm-l:m-1> Um;m(Un-m+l:n-Um:n)Z1:n-2m+ 
Um:n• ... , (Un-m+l:n-Um:n)Zn-2m:n-2m + Um:n• Un-m+l:n• 
(l-Un-m+l:n)W1:m-I +Un-m+l:n• ... , (I-Un-m+l:n)Wm-l:m-1 +Un-m+l:n· 
(2.6) 
Since the joint distribution of X;;m i = I, ... ,n is the same as that of F- 1(U;:n), i = I, ... ,n it follows 
directly from (2.1) that the distribution of Tn (cf. (1.1)) can be identified with that of 





T1n(Um;n) = ~ C;nF- 1(Vi:m-I Um;n) 
i=l 
n-2m 
T2n(Um:n• Un-m+l:n) = ~ C;nF- 1(Z;;n-2m(Un-m+l:n-Um;n)+Um;n) 
i=I 
m-1 





Clearly, the r.v.'s T 1n(Um:n), T2n(Um:n• Un-m+l:n) and T3n(Un-m+l:n) are conditionally independent, 
conditionally given Um:n=u and Un-m+l:n=v for any O<u<v<I. This fact will be crucial in what 
follows. 
m n-m Define, for -.;;;;;s.;;;;;--, the function t/Jn by 
n n 
n-m r~_J 
o/n(s) = -Jn J(y)dy - ~-n--s 
n-2m 
n-m 
n f J(y)dy 
s m 
n n 
and note that 
(2.11) 
Let I'n-2m denote the empirical df based on Zl> ... , Zn-2m; i.e. I'n-2m(s)=(n-2m)- 1 ~~_=-2m 
/(O,s)(Z;) for O<s<l, where Zl> ... , Zn- 2m are independent uniform (0,1) r.v.'s corresponding t~~the 
order statistics Z 1 :n -2m, ... , Zn -2m :n - 2m. Itere and elsewhere IA(·) denotes the indicator of a set A. 
For any r.v. X, with O<o(X)<oo, we write X for X -EX and x* for (X -EX)/o(X). 
We ·shall now first prove (I.JO) for the case that the weights are of the form (1.2). Similarly as in HEL-
MERS (1981, 1982) we begin by writing 
5 
(2.12) 
n-2m n +(n-2m)-I ~ F- 1(Um:n+(Un_-m+l:n-Um:n)Z;) J J(y)dy. 
i=l m 
n 
To proceed we note that, as J is Lipschitz of order 1 on[£, 1-£] (cf. assumption (I)), we can approxi-
mate T 2n from above and below for sufficiently large n by r.v.'s T2n+ and T2n- defined by 
T2n±(Um:n• Un-m+l:n) = f {if!n [-m + n - 2m s] + 
0 n n 
(2.13) 
n-2m ·[m n-2m] _ 1 .[n-2m]2 2 
-- (fn-2m(s)-s)if!n - + s +2 L (fn-2m(s)-s) /[• l-•J(s)+ 
n n n n ' 
1 [ n -2m ]
2 
2 
"' [ m n -2m l r n (fn-2m(s)-s) tPn -;;- + n S /(0,<)U(l-<,l)(s)+ 
1 [n-2m] 3 J"'[m n-2m l 6- n (fn-2m(s)-s) tPn -;;- + n (i\s+(l-A)fn-2m(s)) · 
..!!..::!!!.. 
n-2m n 
(n -2m)-I ~ F- 1(Um:n+(Un-m+l:n-Um:n)Z;) J J(y)dy 
i=I .!!!. 
n 
where Lis the Lipschitz constant and A a random point in [O, 1]; i.e. 
T2n_(Um:m Un-m+l:n) :e;;;; T2n(Um:m Un-m+l:n) :e;;;; T2n+(Um:n• Un-m+l:n). (2.14) 
Define (cf. (2.7)) 
Tn± = Tn+T2n±(Um:n• Un-m+l:n)-T2n(Um:n• Un-m+l:n). (2.15) 
In the following lemma we relater: with r:+ and r:- (cf. HELMERS (1981); (1982) for a similar 
approach). 
LEMMA 2.1. If the assumptions of Theorem I are satisfied, then 
P(r::e;;;;x) :e;;;; P(r:- :e;;;;xn+) 
and 
P(r::e;;;;x);;;;;., P(r:+ :e;;;;xn-) 
for appropriate sequences Xn +, n = 1,2, ... and Xn _, n = l, 2, ... satisfying 
I I 
Xn± = x(l+O(n - 2 ))+0(n -2 ) 
uniformly in x. 
PROOF. The relation (2.7) and (2.15) together imply 
...,.,. ...,.,. o(Tn-) E(Tn- -Tn) 







r*.. ,..,.,. o(Tn+) E(Tn+ -Tn) 
P( n o;;;;;x) ;;;;;.: P(1 n + o(Tn) + o(Tn) o;;;;;x) (2.20) 
for -oo<x<oo. It is immediate from (2.9) and (2.15) and assumption (I) that 
1-£ 
ITn±-Tnl = IT2n±-T2nl=O( J (rn-2nh)-s)2dF- 1(Um:n+(Un-m+l:n-Um:n)s)) (2.21) 
and a simple calculation shows that 
EITn±-Tnl = O(n- 1) (2.22) 
and 
<l-(Tn±-Tn).,.;;;; E(Tn±-Tn)2 = O(n-2). 
Application of (2.23) and the elementary inequality 
lo(Tn±)-o(Tn) I = o(Tn± -Tn) 
directly yields 
o(T. +) _ _!_ 
n_ = l+O(n 2 ), 
o(Tn) 
Together all these results implies the desired statements. D 
In view of Lemma 2.1 it obviously suffices to show 
I 
suplP(Tn±o;;;;;x)-4>(x)I = O(n - 2 ) 
x 
in stead of (l.10). To prove (2.25) we show that for some sufficiently small y>O 
and 
_ _!_,2 _ _!_ J ltl- 1IP:±(t)-e 2 ldt = O(n 2 ) 
ltl<O;nY 








where P:± denotes the characteristic function (ch.f.) of Tn±· An application of Esseen's smoothing 
lemma (see, e.g., FELLER (1971), p. 538) will then complete the proof of (2.25). 
We first prove (2.26). To start with we note that (2.7)-(2.10) and the remark following (2.10) 
directly yields 
* [ • • • 
Pn ±(t) = E <PTi.(Um.)(t). <Pr ,,,,,Wmn• u.-m+lon)(t). <Pr ,.(Un-mHnl(t) (2.28) 
· exp(ita;J(ETn±I Um:n• Un-m+l:n)-ETn±))] 
where a~± =<l-(Tn±), and, for any r.v. Xwith EI Xl<oo, 
cp~(t) = E(exp(ito;J(X-E(XI Um:n> Un-m+l:n)))IUm:n• Un-m+l:n)· (2.29) 
Note that the expression within square brackets in (2.28) is precisely equal to the conditional ch.f. of 
Tn±, where the conditioning is on Um:n• and Un-m+l:n· The expectation operator E in (2.28) refers 
to the expected value taken w.r.t. (Um:n• Un-m +l:n). 
We continue with the analysis of P:±(t). In the next lemma we derive asymptotic approximations 
for the first and third factor within square brackets in (2.28); i.e. for <P~,.(u)(t) and cp~ ,.(v)(t) for 
7 
O<u<t: and 1-t:<v<l. The choice of m will be specified later, but is any case m =m(n)~oo as 
n~oo. 
LEMMA 2.2. If the assumptions of Theorem I are satisfied, then for any real t and O<u<t: 
I _...L _2...+33 2... 14'~,.(u)(t)-1 +1t2o;Ja2(T1n(u))J = O(n 2 (logn)31t13u 4 m 2 ) (2.30) 
and 
(2.31) 
as m, n~oo. The relation (2.30) and (2.31) remain valid if we replace T1n(u) by T3n(v) and u by 1-v. 
PROOF. It suffices to deal with 
E IT1n(u)- ET1n(u)l3. (2.32) 
By Jensen's inequality we obtain 
m-1 n ..1 
EIT1n(u)-ET1n(u) 13 .;;;; ( ~ I J J(s)ds I (E IF- 1(f}:m-lu)-EF- 1(f}:m-lu))3) 3 ) 3• (2.33) 
j=l .i...=.!.. 
n 
In view of assumption (1.8) there exist constants B 1 and Bi such that for O<u<t: 
E(F- 1(f}:m-1u)-EF- 1(f}:m-1u))4 .;;;; 
for 5.;;;;j.;;;;m. For j.;;;;5 we easily obtain the following bound: 
E(F- 1(f}:m-1u)-EF- 1(f}:m-1u))4 .;;;; 
I 
B -1+4BJ -1+48 m ! j-l(l- )m-j-ldy ,,;:;:_B* -1+4& 1-48 
2u o y (i - l)!(m -1-j)! y y ...., 2u m 
for some constants B 2 and Bi. Together these three inequalities yield 
_2...+33 2..._33 
EIT1n(u)-ET1n(u)l3 = O(n-3Iog3nu 4 (m 4 + 
i._33 m-1 _2..+3 _2...+3 i. 
m 
4 





The assertion (2.30) now follows from (2.36), (2.5), and an appropriate three term Taylor expansion 
for cf>~,.<u>(t). The second statement of the lemma (2.31) follows directly from (2.30) and a simple 
moment inequality. D 
We also need an asymptotic approximation for q,~ ,..,(u.v) for O<u <t:, 1-t:<v <I. Note that the r.v. 
Sn(u, v) appearing is the following lemma corresponds to the leading term in the stochastic expansion 
(2.13), conditional on Um:n=u and Un-m+l:n=v. 
I 
LEMMA 2.3. If the assumptions of Theorem I are satisfied, then for any ltl.;;;;yn 2 and O<u<£, 
1-t:<v<l 
I _...L _2... m l4'~,.;.(u,v)(t)-exp(-2t2o;Ja2(Sn(u,v))I = O(n 2 (t2((F- 1(u))2+(F- 1(v))2)n 2 ·<-;;>3+ (2.37) 
8 
I I 





[m · n-2m l Sn(u,v) = - n [J -;;- + n s (rn-2m(s)-s)dF- 1(u +(v -u)s). (2.38) 
PROOF. The proof of this lemma is a highly technical matter. In view of (2.13) and (2.29) we may 
write 
(2.39) 
where (cf. (2.38)) 
[ n-2m]
1 
[m n-2m l Sn(u,v) = - n [J -;;- + n s (rn-2m(s)-s)dF- 1(u +(v -u)s) (2.40) 
and 
Qn(u,v) = +i-1 L [ n - 2m ]
2 f (rn-2m(s)-s)2 I 1..£,1_..£1dF- 1(u +(v -u)s)+ (2.41) n 0 2 2 . 
-Z-1 [ n --.2m r j(f,-2m(s)-s)' J' [; + n --.2m +(O,f)U(I-; ,l)(s)dP-1(u +(v -u)s) 
and 
R,(u,v) = -6-1 [ n --.2rn r (2.42) 
I 
· j (rn-2m(s)-s)3 J"(!!!. + n - 2m (As +(1-A)fn -2m(s))/(o ..£)u(1-..£ 1)(s)dF-1(u +(v -u)s) 
0 n n ·2 2' 
for O<u<t: and 1-t:<v<l. 
A simple Taylor expansion argument yields 
* ita;:!s.(u,v) . -I -
c/>r,.,,,(u,v)(t) =Ee - {l+ztan±Qn(u,v)}+ (2.43) 
+O(t2a;Ja2(Qn(u,v))+ itla;JE IRn(u,v) D 
for any real t. Since Sn(u,v) is a sum of i.i.d. r.v.'s with zero means and Qn(u,v) is a von-Mises func-
tional of degree 2 one easily obtains: 
• ( ) _ n-2m [ t ] + PT,.,,,(u,v) t - Pn (n _ 2m)an± (2.44) 
.1 - I ( 2 ) n -2m - I [ I ] E ita;:;h.(Z,)(n -2m)-1 - ( )+ l O'n± n - m Pn ( 2 ) e gn ZJ,ZJ n - m O'n± 
"t I ( -2 )( -2 -1) n-2m-2 [ I ]Eita;:;(n-2mf1{h.(z 1)+h.(z2)} 
z O'n± n m n m Pn ( 2 ) n - m O'n± 
gn(Z1>Z2)+0(t2a;Ja2(Qn(U, v))+ltla;JEIRn(u,v) I). 
Here Pn denotes the ch.f. of hn(Z 1 ), i.e. of 
9 
[n -2m ]JI [m n -2m l hn(Z1) = - n 0 J -;; + n s ~O,s)(Z1)-s)dF- 1 (u+(v -u)s) (2.45) 
whereas the function gm appearing in (2.44), is given by 
I 
gn(Zi,Zj) = +Ln-2 J~o,s) (Zi) ~ s)~o,s)(Zj)-s)l1.,1-•1(s)dF- 1 (u+(v -u)s)+ (2.46) 
0 
-i-1 [ n -2m ]2 1 jlJ [!!!:... + n -2m s]~os (ZJ-s) 
n (n-2m)2 0 n n ,) 
~O,s)(Zi)-s)lco,.)U(l-•,l)(s)dF- 1 (u+(v -u)s), for l,,.;;;,_i,j,,.;;;,_2. 
I 
To proceed we remark that Lemma 1 of PETROV (1975), page 109, directly yields for any 111,,.;;;,_yn 2 
IP: -2m [ (n _ i!, )a.± ]-exp( - ~ t 2•; f a'(S.( u, v ))) I= (2.47) 
_ _L 1 
= O(n 2 l113exp(-412o;Ja2(Sn(u,v))). 
Here we have used the fact that Elhn(Z1)13 is bounded, and Eh 2(Zi) is bounded away from zero, 
uniformly for O<u,v<l; by the assumptions of Theorem 1. Secondly we note that 
1.1 -1 ( _ 2 ) n-2m-I [ I ]E i1a;!<n-2mf
1h.(Z,)- (Z z )I= 
l On± n m Pn ( 2 ) e gn 1' I 
n - m On± 
Ol12o;JElhn(Z 1)gn(Z1>Z 1) !exp(-! 12o;Ja2(Sn(u,v))) 
and, similarly, also that 
(2.48) 
lito;J(n-2m)(n-2m-l)p~-2m-2 [( 21) ]Eei1a;!<n-2mf'{h.(Z,)+h.(Z,)} (2.49) 
n - m On± 
I 
gn(Z 1>Z2) I = O(lll3o;JElhn(Z 1)hn(Z2)gn(Z 1>Z2) !exp(-! 12o;Ja2(Sn(u,v)))(l113n -T + 1) 
A simple computation using the assumptions of Theorem 1 and Holder's inequality yields 
Elhn(Zdgn(Z1>Zdl = O(n-2 f fr8 [!!!:... + n - 2m s]r[!!!:... + n-2m yl · 
00 n n n n 
·EIX<o,s)(Z1)-sl IX<o.y)(Z1)-yl2dF- 1(u +(v -u)s)dF- 1(u +(v -u)y))= 
O(n-2(!!!:...)8((F- 1(u))2 + (F- 1(v))2), for some 13>o 
n 
and uniformly in O<u,v<l, and, quite similarly, 
Elhn(Z1)hn(Z2)gn(Zi.Z2)I = O(n-2 ff f r8 [!!!:... + n - 2m s] 
o o o n n 
r8 [!!!:... + n - 2m y]r [!!!:... + n - 2m w]EIX<os)(Z1)-sl 
n n n n ' 
IX<o.y)(Z2)-yl IX<o.w)(Z1)-wl IX<o,w)(Z2)-wl · 
·dF- 1(u +(v -u)s)dF- 1(u +(v -u)y)dF- 1(u +(v-u)w)) = O(n-2), 





a;;J: = O(n 2 ) 
which together with the relations (2.44), (2.47)-(2.51) yields the first order bound on the r.h.s. of 
(2.37). 
It remains to consider the terms involving a2(Qn(u, v)) on EIRn(u, v) I on the r.h.s. of (2.43), to estab-
lish the corresponding order bounds for these quantities. Because of (2.41) we directly see that 
I-• 
a2(Qn(u,v)) = O(a2{ J (fn-2m(s)-s)2dF- 1(u +(v -u)s)}+ (2.52) 
a2{(j + f )(fn-2m(s)-s)2J' [.!!!.. + n - 2m s]dF- 1(u +(v -u)s)}). 
o I-• n n 
It is easily checked that 
I-• 
a2( J (fn-2m(s)-s)2dF- 1(u+(v -u)s)) = (2.53) 
I-• 
O(n-2( J s(1-s)dF- 1(u+(v-u)s))2) = O(n-2) 
uniformly for O<u, v < l, whereas 
<r( (fn-2m(s)-s) J' - + s dF (u +(v -u)s)) = 2J• 2 [m n-2m] -1 
0 n n 
O((j n- 1 s(l -s)r [.!!!.. + n - 2m s]dF- 1(u +(v -u)s))2 =O(n-2((F- 1(u))2 +(F- 1(v))2). 
0 n n 
Together these last three results yields that 
a2(Qn(u, v)) = O(n - 2((F- 1(u))2 +(F- 1(v))2), 
the desired result. To complete our proof of Lemma 2.3 we have to show that 
I 
EIRn(u,v)I = O(n- 1m -T(jF-1(u)l+IF- 1(v)I). (2.54) 
To establish (2.54) we combine the following inequalities; for some constant B >0 
3 3 3 3 
EII'n-2m(s)-sl3 ..;;; B[(n -2m)4 (s(l -s))4 +(n -2m)T (s(l -s))T ](n -2m)- 3 (2.55) 
IJ" [.!!!.. + n - 2m (As +(l-;\)fn-2m(s))I..;;; B{r2 [.!!!.. + n - 2m s] + (2.56) 
n n n n 
r2 [: + n ~2m rn -2m(s)]} 
together with a probability bound of LAI (1975), page 827: for every aE(O, 1) and a>O there exists 
;\>0 such that 
..i.!.=& 
P( -~up -· fn-2m(s)/s..;;;a) = O(exp(-;\n 2 )). 
SE(n , 1-n ) 
After some computations, using (2.55)-(2.57) we find that 
EIRn(u,v)I = O(E flfn-2m(s)-sl 3 {r2 [.!!!.. + n - 2m s] + 




2[m n-2m ] -1 r -;; + n rn-2m(s) }dF (u +(v -u)) = 
O(E( [" +,}.>1f,_,.,(s)-sl3 [; ]-' dP- 1(u +(• -u}<)+ 
l-n-· [m ~-2m ] [m n-2m l E( j II'n-2m(s)-sl3{r2 - + s +r2 - + rn-2m(s) }· 
- n n n n n 
· {I{rn-2m(s)ls>a}+I{rn-2m(s)/s:e;;;a} }dF-1(u +(v-u)s))= 
I 
O(n-lm -2(1£-1(u)l+l£-1(v)I). 
which proves (2.54). This completes the proof of the lemma. D 
To deal with the fourth factor within square brackets in (2.28) it will be convenient to have 
LEMMA 2.4. If the assumptions of Theorem 1 are satisfied, then 
EIE(Tn±IUm:n• Un-m +l:n)-ETn±l3·1(0,()(Um:n)l(l-(,l)(Un-m +l:n)= (2.59) 
O(n -f [; r+>• Qogn)'} 
PROOF. In view of (2. 7) - (2.10) and (2.15), and the assumptions (I) and (II) it suffices clearly to esti-




Mn1 =El~ f J(y)dyl(E(F- 1(l!;:n)IUm:n)-EF- 1(l!;:n)l31(0,f)(Um:n) 
j =5 1::::.1.. 
n 
1-( 
Mn2 = EI J (s(l-s))(n -2m)- 1dF- 1(Um:n +(Un-m+l:n-Um:n)s)-
EF- 1(Um:n +(Un-m+l:n- Um:n)s) 13 J(O,()(Um:n)l(l-(,I)(Un-m+l:n) 
Mn3 = EI s(l -s)(n -2m) J' - + s · /( -1 [m n-2m ] 
0 n n 
I 
Mn4 = E lj(F- 1(Um:n +(Un-m+l:n-Um:n)s)-
0 
EF-l(Um:n +(Un-m+l:n - Um:n)s))ds 13 J(O,()(Um:n)l(l-£.l)(Un-m +l:n). 
To begin with the treatment of Mn 1 we note that 
IE(F- 1(Uj:n)IUm:n)-F-I [t Um:n] 11(0,()(Um:n) =e;;; 
.1... _l._ll .l._IJ 
KEIJ'}:m-1- IUm:nT 4 (Um:n)(r 4 (J'}:m-d+ 
m 








uniformly for 5:;;;;,j:;;;;,m -1. 
Quite similarly, we obtain also that 
IEF-1(...L U: . )-F-1 _J_ I = 0 ...Lr 4- (...L)r 4- _E!_  [ .l [  5 IJ . 3 IJ[ ]] 
m m .n n + l m m n + l 
and 
uniformly for 5:;;;;,j:;;;;,m -1. Combining these results, with the fact that uniformly for I:r;;;,j:;;;;,m 
EF-1(0:n)1(0:n>;) = O(n- 1) 
we arrive at 




We note that (2.66) is easily inferred from Lemma A.2.l of ALBERS, BICKEL and VAN ZWET (1976), 
together with an application of assumption (II) and Holder's inequality. 
We next turn to Mn 3 • An elementary calculation shows that 
Mn3 = 0( (n -~m)3 E ljlF-1(Um:n +(Un-m+l:n-Um:n)s)- (2.68) 
P-1 [; + n -.2m s] Jr [; + n -.lm +lsJ'Ir••>(Um,.)I(hl)(U.-mn•J. 
Since, for O<s<t:, r(s):r;;;,Cs- 1 for some constant C>O and by applying assumption (II) we arrive at 
• 5 [ ' l I m n -m --ll m n -2m Mn3 = 0( 3El(IUm:n--l+IUn-m+l:n---l)j(r 4 -+ S + (n -2m) n n 0 n n (2.69) 
L-IJ [m n-2m ] 3 
r4 (Um:n+(Un-m+l:n-Um:n)s)r --;;--+ n s dsl Ico,.>(Um:n)l(l-•,1>(Un-m+1:n)) = 
m n-m m 4 [ l-.L..+IJ O(El(IUm:n--l+IUn-m+l:n---1)( - + n n n 
--+ll m m 4 --I [ i-) [ i-..'!..+3/J 3 Um:~ --;;-- )l31co,,)(Um:n)1(1-•,l)(Un-m+l:n)) = 0( --;;-- n 2 ). 
The term Mn 2 can be treated in a completely similar way. Finally we consider Mn 4. A simple compu-
tation now yields 
_ m n -m +1 3 Mn4 - O(E(IUm:n- n+l l+IUn-m+l:n- n+I 1)1(0,<)(Um:n)l(l-•,I) (2.70) 
I L-IJ 
(Un-m+l:n)(j (r 4 (Um:n +(Un-m +l:n - Um:n)s)+ 
0 
r f-a [ = + n -.2m s])dr)3)=0( [ = r+" n -f). 
Together all these results directly imply (2.59) and the lemma is proved. D 
13 
I 
We are now in a position to complete the proof of (2.26). Take m = [n 3 ]. Application of an 
exponential bound for uniform order statistics (see, e.g., Lemma A2.l of ALBERS, BICKEL and VAN 
ZWET (1976)) yields 
• I j ltl- 11Pn±°<t)-E/1T•"'f<o,£)(Um:n)l(l-£,l)(Un-m+1:n)ldt = O(n - 2\ (2.71) 
ltl..;;n' 
Using (2.28), (2.54) and the Lemma's 2.2, 2.3 and 2.4 we find after some elementary computations for 
all ltl::s;;;;nY and for some sufficiently small y>O 
• I t' 
IEeitT.± /(0,£)(Um:n)l(l-£,1)(Un-m+1:n)-e -T I ::s;;;; (2.72) 
IE[(l- ; t 2o;Ja2(T1n(Um:n) IUm:n))(l - ; t 2o;J(T3n(Un-m +l:n) !Un -m +l:n)) 
(exp(- ;12o;Ja2(Sn(Um:m Un-m+l:n)))IUm:n• Un-m+l:n) 
(1 +it(E(T°,,± IUm:n• Un-m +l:n)- ; t 2(E(T°,,± IUm:n• Un-m +l:n))2)/(0,£)( 
_..!..,, _..!.. _..!..,2 _..!.._..!..& 
Um:n)l(l-£,l)(Un-m+l:n)J-e 2 !+O(n 2 (t2 +1t!3)e 5 +O(n 2 2 ). 
Combining now (2.54), (2.51), (2.72) we arrive at (2.26) after some calculations involving condi-
tional moments. We note that we have used here the well-known fact that 
O'~± = E{a2(T1n(Um:n)IUm:n)+a2(T2n±(Um:n• Un-m+l:n)IUm:n• Un-m+l:n)+ (2.73) 
a2(T3n(Un-m+l:n)IUn-m+l:n)}+E(E(Tn±IUm:n• Un-m+l:n)-ETn±)2• 
Also we employ the easily verified inequality 
lo(T2n±(Um:m Un-m+l:n)IUm:n• Un-m+l:n)-
o(Sn(Um:m Un-m+l:n)IUm:n• Un-m+t:n)l2 ::s;;;; a2((T2n±(Um:n• Un-m+t:n)-
Sn(Um:n• Un-m+l:n))IUm:n> Un-m+l:n) ::s;;;;2a2(Qn(Um:n• Un-m+l:n)IUn-m+l:n)+ 
2a2(Rn(Um:n• Un-m+l:n)Um:n• Un-m+l:n) 
(2.74) 
with Qn and Rn as in (2.41) and (2.4.2). The first term on the r.h.s. of (2.74) is estimated in (2.52) and 
(2.53). A similar bound for the second term on the r.h.s. of (2.74), i.e., for a2(Rn(u,v)), is easily 
obtained by an argument like (2.58). Here we write 
a2(Rn(u,v)) ::s;;;; ER~(u,v) = (2.75) 
O(E(flfn -2m(s)-s l3IJ" [!!!. + n - 2m (i\s +(1-X)fn -2m(s)] ldF- 1(u +(v -u)s))2) = 
0 n n 
O(E(( [" +)_.> 1r. _,,.(s)-s I' [: r· dr 1(u +(v -u}>))' + 
E( 
1f- 0 1fn-2m(s)-s l3r 2 [!!!. + n - 2m s]dF- 1(u +(v -u)s))2) = 
_ n n 
n 
O(n-3-2• [: r\(r1(u))'+(Jr 1(.jl'J+n- 3 [: r\r1(u))'+(Jr 1(v))2) ~ 
O(n - 2m- 1((F- 1(u))2 +(F- 1(v))2) 
provided we take aE(O, 1) (cf. (2.57)) sufficiently large. 
I ..!.. 
Next we prove (2.27). Take m =[4£n]. Using (2.28) once more we find for all ltl::s;;;;yn 2 
14 
(2.76) 
Clearly T2n±(u,v) (cf. (2.13)) is the sum of a non-degenerate U-statistic of degree 2-whicµ is precisely 
equal to Sn(u,v)+Qn(u,v), with a kernel, which is bounded by C(jF- 1(v)I+ IF- 1(v) I) for some con-
stant C>O, and a remainder term - which is the third order term in (2.13) - satisfying 
3 
EIRn(u,v)I = O(n - 2 (jF-1(u)l+·jF-1(v)I). (2.77) 
This latter order bound is immediate from (2.58), this time with the choice m =[ ! m]. 
We now follow the argument given on page 505 of HELMERS and VAN ZWET (1982), (cf their rela-
tion (3.10)), together with the elementary estimate 
14>~,.±(u,v) I = IEeita.;-!T,.±(u,v) I o;;;;; IEeita:!<S.(u,v)+Q.(u,v))I + ltlo;JE IRn(U, V) I (~.78) 
to find that for some sufficiently small y>O 
j ltl- 1 1P~±(t)ldt o;;;;; 
...L 
n'<JtJ..:yn 2 
f 111-I E l<Pr,.±(Um~· u.-mHn)(t) ldt o;;;;; 
I 
n1 ..:JtJ..:yn T 
f ltl-1(£ leita,:-!(S,(um,., U.-m+ 1,.)+Q.(Um,., U•-mH•)) + 
...L 
n1 ..:JtJ..:yn 2 
I I 
n T o;JE IRn(Um:n• Un-m+l:n)l=O(n -TE[ w- 1(Um:n)l3 +IF- 1(Un-m+l:n)13 + 
w- 1(Um:n) Ip+ w- 1(Un-m+l:n) Ip +jF- 1(Um:n) I +1F- 1(Un -m+l:n) I] 
(2.79) 
for some constant p>;. Since EIF- 1(Un:m) r. for r = l,p and 3, are 0(1), with m =[ ! t:n], we have 
proved (2.27). This completes the proof of Theorem 1 for the case that the weights are of the form 
(1.2). 
It remains to establish (1.10) for the case that the weights of the form (1.3), i.e., the weights are given 




<>2(n- 1 ±<n J J(s)ds-J [-i-1 ])X;:n) = O(n -+-28(logn)2). i=I i-1 n + (2.80) 
n 
To prove this is suffices to estimate 
v 
(n<] n 1 [ l Qnl = <>2(~( j J(s)ds--J +PI )F- 1(Uv:n)) 




[n(I -•)] n l [ l Qn2 = o-2( ~ ( J J(s)ds--J : l )F-1(Uv:n)) 





Qn3 = if( ± ( J J(s)ds-.!.J [ +" l ])F-1(Uv:n)) 





where £>o as in Theorem I 
It follows directly from assumption (II) that 
.l-(P- 1(U ... ))"' E(P- 1(U.,.)-P- 1 [ n: I ]r = O(n-i;J--2" [ n: I ]} (2.84) 
Moreover, with the aid of assumption (I), we·obtain 
II 
I -Ju J(s)ds-1._J [-" ] 1 = O(n-2r [-" l +n-3r2 [-" ]> 
11
_ 1 n n + I n + I n + I (2.85) 
n 
for 11.o;;;n£ or 11;;;;.n (1-t:), whereas the r.h.s. of (2.85) becomes O(n - 2) for nt:<11<n(l -t:). These last 
two bounds directly imply that 
_i_u -L-U 
a2(Qn1) = O(n 2 ), a2(Qn3) = O(n 2 ). 
It follows directly from the argument given on page 35 of HELMERS (1982) that a2(Qn 2)=0(n-3), as n~oo. Together these order bounds for a2(Qni) for i = 1,2,3, imply (2.80) and the proof of Theorem 
I is complete. D 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 2. 
The proof of Theorem 2 is a slight modification of the proof of Theorem I. Without loss of·generality 
we shall assume that there exists only one discontinuity, i.e., the function J possesses exactly one 
jump at the point s 1 in the interval (0, I). Also we shall only give the proof of Theorem 2 for the case 
that the weights are of the form (1.2): i.e., 
J_ 
n 
ein = n J J(s)ds 
i-1 
n 
for i = 1,2, ... ,n, n ;;a. I. The other case, when the weights are generated by (1.3),can be treated quite 
similarly to the argument given at the end of Section 2. 
We give the modifications which are needed to carry the proof of Theorem I over to our present 
more general situati9n. Our new proof will require an additional conditioning argument. To begin 
with we consider the basic decomposition (2.7) and rewrite T2n(Um:n> Un-m+l:n) as follows: 
.!!!.!._ 
n 








m 1 = [ns 1 -en 2 logn], m 2 = [ns 1 +en 2 logn] 
for e >0, and with 
m,-m-1 
S1n(Um:m Um,:n) = ~ 
i=I 
J_ 

















S3n(Um,:n> Un-m+l:n) = ~ 
i=l 
· Z'";:n-m -m)· 
j 





The random vectors V=(V1:m-i. ... , Vm-1,m-1), Z'=(Z1:m,-m-i. ... ,Zm,-m-l:m,-m-1), 
Z"=(Z l:m,-m,-1, ... , ,Zm2 -m,-l:m2 -m,-1), Z"'=(Z1:n-m-m,, ... , Zn-m-m,:n-m-m) and 
W = ( W l:m _i. ... , Wm - l:m _ i) are the vectors of order statistics corresponding to the samples of sizes 
m -1, m1 -m -1, m2-m1 -1, n -m -m2 and m -1 from the uniform distribution on (0, l); the 
vectors V and Ware defined in the paragraph after (2.5) in Section 2. We let the vectors V, Z', Z", 
Z"', W and (Um:n• Um,:n• Um,:n• Un-m+l:n) be independent. The r.v's S1n(Um:n• Um,:n) and 
S 3n( Um,:n, Un -m + 1 :n) can now be treated similarly as T 2n( Um :n, Un -m + 1 :n) in Section 2, whereas the 
r.v. S2n(Um,:n• Um,:n) can be analysed in a way similar to that of T1n(Um:n) and T3n(Un-m+l:n)· The 
analysis of the r.v's S1n(Um:n• Um,:n) and S3n(Um,:n• Un-m+l:n) resembles closely the one given for 
T2n(Um:n• Un-m +I:n) in Section 2 (cf. Lemma 2.3). We only have to replace the function o/n (cf. 
(2.11)) by functions 
m, m1 ~ 
n --u n 
o/1n(u) = f J(y)dy- n f J(y)dy 





n-m2 n-m2 .!!..::!!!... 
n -u n 
o/2n(u) = f J(y)dy- n f J(y)dy n-m2 -m u m, (3.7) 
n n 
respectively. 
The r.v. S2n(Um,:n• Um,:n) causes the only new difficulty in the proof, as compared with the proof of 
Theorem 1. In view of assumption (IV) and (2.2) we easily check that 
E IF-1(u+(v -u)Z";-m -m -1)-(F-1(u +(v-u) i )lk = (3.8) 
' ' m2-m1 
. _.!£ 
O(((m2 -m1)r« 1 ) )) 2 ), 
m2-m1 
whenever u, v E(s 1 -71,s 1 +q), k >0, for some 11 >0. It follows directly from (3.8) that 
m2 -m 1-l 
EIS2n(u,v)-ES2n(u,v)l2 = O((n- 1 ~ E((F- 1(u+(v-u)Z";:m,-m,-d- (3.9) 
i=I 
• 3 l --
F-1 (u +(v -u) ( ) ))2 = O(n 2 log2n) 
m2-m1 
3 3 
EIS2n(u,v)-ES2n(u,v)l3 = O(n -T n - 4 log3n) (3.10) 
whenever u,ve(s 1 -11,s 1 +11) which further implies 
I cf>~,.(u,v)(t)-1 + t; a;Ja2(S2n(u, V )) I = 0( ltl3n -+ Iog3n) 
for u,ve(s1 -11,s1 +1J). 
Finally, to obtain the assertion corresponding to that of Lemma 2.4 it remains to show that 
..L 
m 2 -m 1 -I n 




EF- 1(Um 1 :n +(Um,:n- Um,:n)Z";:m,-m,-1) 13 = O(n-2n - 4 log3n). 
Proceeding quite similarly as above we obtain 
..L 
m,-m,-1 n 
El ~ J J(y)dylEF-l(Um.:n+(Um,:n-Um,:n)Z";:m,-m,-1 IUm.,.• Um,:n)-
i=I i-1 
n 
EF- 1(Um,:n +(Um,:n- Um,:n)Z";:m,-m,-1) 13 I(s 1 -7J,s1 +TJ)(Um,:n)I(s1 -7J,s1 +TJ)(Um,:n) = 
.l_ -2-...L 
O(n-3(m 2 -m 1) 2 ) = O(n 4 log3n). 
The remaining part follows easily from the fact that 
P(Um,:n e(s;-e,s; +t:)) = O(n -q), i = 1,2 
and 
..L 
m2 -I n 
El ~ j J(y)dyF- 1(U;:n)l 3 = 0(1) 
i=m,+I i-1 
n 
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